Department of physiotherapy, Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth celebrated world physiotherapy day on 8 September 2016 organized Health awareness rally based on theme “ #Adding years to life”. Rally was held from TMV campus to Laxminarayan chowk, Swargate where health related slogans were recited. The event was inaugurated by Hon. Vice Chancellor Dr. Deepak Tilak in presence of Hon. Trusty Mrs Praniti Tilak, Mr. Khadilkar, Secretary, Dr.Ujwal Yeole, Principal, Department of Physiotherapy.

A poster competition was also organized in afternoon based on theme #Adding years to life”

The event was co-ordinated by Dr Rasika Panse along with Dr Gaurai Gharote, Dr Shweta Kulkarni, Dr Pournima Pawar and support team of physiotherapy students of BPT.
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